
PSED 

 

Unit Title—Self care—I can 

 

Key Knowledge—How to learn and practise more complex skills and use them in  

different areas of the classroom 

 

Key Vocabulary—learn, skills, try, new, confidence, encourage, practise 

 

Key Skills Developed  - Willingness to tackle problems and enjoy self chosen  

challenges.  To persevere for longer periods of time on a given activity. 

Literacy 

Key Texts-Bob The Builder, Dig Dig Digging, The Train Ride, The wheels on the bus. 

Phonics Phase– Letters and Sounds Phase 1 / Aspect 4—Rhyme & Rhythm 

Key knowledge—Learn which words rhyme through different games and activities—
We will learn to continue a rhyming string 

Key vocabulary—listen, hear, sound, rhyme, rhythm 

Communication and Language 

 

Unit Title—Understanding 

 

Key Knowledge—How to understand why and how questions—reinforced during car-
pet and small group sessions (shared reading) 

 

Key Vocabulary—listen, talk, watch, think, question, why, how, next 

 

Key Skills Developed—To be able to listen, watch and join in with practical activi-
ties by responding to questions and thinking ahead about what might happen.  To be 
able to talk about and describe what is happening in a picture/photo and predict 
what might happen next. 

Physical 

 

Unit Title—Moving & Handling 

 

Key Knowledge– how to hold mark making equipment near point between first two 
fingers and thumb and use it with good control to make marks, colour, write name 

 

Key Vocabulary—hold, grip, control, draw, write 

 

Key Skills Developed– Holds mark making tools correctly to paint, write and draw.  
Growing confidence in using mark making tools. 

 

Understanding the World  

Unit Title—Vehicles —why things happen and how things work 

 

Key Knowledge—Using books and ICT to find out about different vehicles and how 
they work.  Looking at different forms of transport. 

Key Vocabulary—big, small, heavy, slow, fast, move, turn 

 

Key Skills Developed—Children to be encouraged to ask questions to extend their 
knowledge.  Children to confidently share with others how they travel and their 
experiences. 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 

Unit Title—Media and materials 

 

Artist Focus-  

Key Knowledge– Use various construction materials to create models, selecting ap-
propriate resources (large scale junk modelling) 

 

Key Vocabulary—Build, create, join, attach 

 

Key Skills Developed– Children will find their own way of representing objects 
through drawings, paintings and model making 

Nursery – Spring 1 

Construction & Travel 

Key Texts—Bob The Builder, The Train 
Ride, The wheels on the bus. 

Christian Value—Trust 

PSHCE Focus—Families/people who care/
online friends. 

 

Music—Charanga Unit—Everyone 

Nursery Rhymes & action songs 

French - Days of the week 

 

RE  - Chatterbox—Stories Jesus Heard 

Pupils will learn that Jesus listened to and 
learned Old Testament stories and that 
Old Testament stories teach us about 
God.   

Children will be expected to be able to 
recall some of the Old Testament stories, 
talk about their favourite stories and talk 
about their feelings and experiences. 

Noah’s Ark / Daniel & The Lions 

PE 

Key Skills—Body awareness and use of 
basic PE equipment. 

Key Vocabulary—throw, catch, slow, fast 

Enhancement Ops 

Internet Safety Day 

Maths 

Focus—Shape, Space & Measure—use shapes appropriately for tasks 

Use a variety of measuring equipment (ruler, tape measure) to measure and  

compare 

Key Knowledge—Learn to use 2d and 3d shapes to build models and make pictures.  
Identify shapes and use shapes to make repeating patterns.  Learn properties of 
shapes to describe them. 

Key Vocabulary—2d, 3d, sides, corners, circle, square, triangle, rectangle, sphere, 
cube, cylinder, pyramid, length, width, height, tall, taller, tallest, small, smaller, 
smallest 

Environment Writing  

Start to write their own name on work 
around the classroom such as models they 
make and all pictures they draw - use 
name cards to help 

Environment Maths 

Notice and comment on shapes in the 
classroom 

Measure items around the classroom 



Understanding the World/Science 

 

Unit Title—Emergency Services and People that help us! 

Key Knowledge-Ch to understand which professional that helps us with which topic. 
For example fire, emergency, nurse, doctor,  

Key Vocabulary—Fire fighters, doctors, nurses, paramedics, police officers, den-
tists, vets, opticians, lollipop people, lifeguards, teachers, postal workers, mountain 
rescuers, milk deliverers, mechanics, lunchtime supervisors, taxi drivers, librarians, 
caretakers, bus drivers, builders, refuse collectors, reflective clothes high visibil-
ity jackets.  

Key Skills Developed—Remembers and talks about significant events in their own 
experiences. Link professionals with professions and understand why and when you 
may need them.   

English 

Key Texts– The Naughty Bus, Charlie the Fire-fighter,  People who help us!, The Teddy 

Robber, Ness the Nurse, Dr E Dog. 

Key skills- Build understanding and application of phase 2, 3 and 4 phonics. To begin 

to write caption and sentences and understand each element of sentence structure.   

Phonics Phase-  2 and 3 consolidation — Practise blending for reading and segmenta-
tion for spelling. Teach and practise reading of high frequency words.  Practise reading 

and writing captions and sentences.  

Key vocabulary– letters, sounds, phoneme, grapheme, digraph, trigraph, blend, seg-

ment, capital letter, finger spaces, full stops, police,  paramedics, doctor, nurse. Fire 

fighter, dentist, ambulance, lifeguard, 999, emergency services, rescue, crossing patrol, 

teacher 

People and Communities / History or/and Geography  

Unit Title—Toys 

 

Key Knowledge—To learn about changes within living memory by exploring toys from today. To 

understand some of the ways in which we find out about the past by identifying different 

sources. To use sources to ask and answer questions in the context of finding out about toys 

from the past. comparing similar toys from different period.   

 

Key Vocabulary—Toys, old, new, past, now, long time ago, History, memory.   

 

Key Skills Developed—Explain what they know about toys today. Explain how we can find out 

about the past.  Describe features of different toys.  Recognise old and new toys.  Use words 

relating to the passing of time. Use words to describe properties of materials used to make 

toys. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Unit Title—Building Model Shape Houses  

Key Knowledge- 

Key Vocabulary—Shapes, boxes, tubes, build, join, balance, make, create, sides, face, triangle, circle, rectangle, square, cube, cylinder, 

triangle based prism, cuboid, house, tower, castle, tall, small, big.  

Key Questions-What shapes can you see? 

What is this shape called? 
What shape are the sides of this box? 
What boxes are you going to use? 
How could you use this shape? 
What could we use for the roof? 
How could we stack these pieces? 
Do they balance? 
Why does this shape roll? 
How many pieces have you used? 
Can you tell me about your house?  

Key Skills Developed– Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect. 

Constructs with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources. 
Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where necessary.  

Outcome—Children can Use familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models  

RE 

Unit Title—Stories Jesus Heard and Stories Jesus Told 

Key Questions— Where will you find the stories which Jesus told?   

To whom did he tell these stories? What do the stories teach us? 
Why did Jesus tell stories?                   What stories did Jesus hear when he was a boy? 

Do you like listening to stories?             What are your favourite bible stories? 
 

Key Knowledge—introduce pupils to stories of the Old Testament and New Testament under-

stand that Jesus would have heard these stories as he was growing up. Explore the stories that 

Jesus told and know that he told them to teach us. 

Key Vocabulary—Bible, Old Testament, God, Jesus, Creation, Noah, Joseph, Moses, Joshua, 
Gideon, Jonah, David, Goliath and Israelites, Jesus, Bible, parable, gospels and God  

 
Key Skills Developed—recall/retell some of the Old Testament stories Jesus heard, talk about 

their feelings and experiences., talk about their favourite stories, identify a Bible. recall/retell 
some of Jesus’ stories, talk about their feelings and experiences. 

Personal, social and emotional education  
Unit Title— Healthy Me 

Key Knowledge—To understand that I need exercise and rest, sleep and healthy personal 
hygiene and to be aware of stranger danger.   

Key Skills Developed— Healthy eating skills, making good food choices, washing hands, build 
self-awareness of healthy lifestyle and choices, saying no to strangers.  
Developing Communication—Having conversations about healthy choices relating to exercise, 
food hygiene and safety. 

 

Reception 

Spring 1 Emergency Services and People that help us 

Key Texts- The Naughty Bus, Charlie the Fire-fighter,  People 
who help us! 

Christian Value—Trust 

PSCHE Focus— Healthy Me  

 

Music—Charanga Unit Everyone! - explore: family, 
friends, people and music from around the world  

French -  Number songs 1-10 

Stories in French 

PE 

Key Skills— 

Key Vocabulary— 

Enhancement Ops 

Use of Microsoft teams and/or visitors to school  

Mrs West—Crossing patrol 

Father Sean, Reverend Adele and Reverend Carol 

GP/Police service  

Maths 

Focus—Alive in 5, Growing 6, 7 and 8. 

Measure, shape and spatial thinking– Comparing mass (2), comparing capacity (2).  Length & 

Height, time. 

Key Knowledge— Introducing zero, comparing numbers to 5, composition of 4 and 5, number 

bonds to 5, 10 and 20.  6, 7 & 8, making pairs, combining 2 groups. 

Key Vocabulary—Counting on, number names, less, more, few, add, take-away, equals, heavy, 

Environment Writing  

Labels models with own name and name of  

creation around the classroom and  

retrieve it. 

Environment Maths 

Sharing a number of objects fairly between 2 or 
more people 

Writing numerals  

Weighing objects and checking lighter and heavier 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science 

Unit Title— Animals, including humans 

Scientist Focus— Elizabeth Garrett Anderson  

Key Knowledge- notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow into 
adults, find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for 
survival (water, food and air), describe the importance for humans of  (1) exercise, (2) 
eating the right amounts of different types of food, and (3) hygiene. 
 
Key Vocabulary— baby, toddler, child, teenager, adult, life cycle 

Key Skills Developed— observe plants, animals and habitats, carry out a simple experiment 
following instructions and note observations 

 

English 

Key Texts- The Great Race, The Magic Paintbrush 

Grammatical knowledge developed- using conjunctions (and, but, because, so, or) 
using capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks; use 
apostrophes for contraction and possession; sentence types (exclamation, question, 
command, statement),  

Spelling rules— spell common exception words; -dge, -ge; w spellings (e.g. worm, 
warm, want) 

Key genres- description, narrative, letter 

Key vocabulary- text, fiction, non-fiction, description, setting, character, 
personality, appearance, noun, adjective, verb, adverb, capital letter, full stop, 
question mark, apostrophe, suffix, exclamation, question, command, statement 

Geography 
Unit Title— Let’s go to China 

Key Knowledge— understand geographical similarities and differences through 
studying the human and physical geography of a small area of the United Kingdom 
(Manchester), and of a small area in a contrasting non-European country (Beijing, 
China),  

Key Vocabulary— map, aerial photograph, atlas, continents, country, city 

Key Skills Developed—recognise features on an aerial photograph and map, devise a 
simple map, identify human and physical features. 

RE 
Unit Title—Jesus, friend to everyone 
 
Key Questions— What is a miracle? Why are these stories important? Why did Jesus welcome 
everyone? I wonder how it felt to meet Jesus?  What did Jesus want us to learn from his 
behaviour? What do these stories reveal about Jesus?  
 
Key Knowledge— I know; that the stories we have read can be found in the Gospels in the New 
Testament, we believe the miracles reveal Jesus as the Son of God, that Jesus was teaching us 
to be a friend to everyone.   
 
Key Vocabulary— Miracle, New Testament, Gospels, faith and trust  
 
Key Skills Developed— I can; retell the stories about Jesus covered in this unit, tell you how 
these stories reveal Christian beliefs about Jesus, talk about my own experiences and feelings, 
respond sensitively to questions about my own and others experiences and feelings, make links 
between the way a person behaves and what that person believes.  

Year 2 

Spring 1 

Let’s Go To China 

Key text— The Great Race, The Magic Paintbrush 

Christian Value— Trust 

 

  

PE 

Key Skills— Yoga 
 
Key Vocabulary—mindfulness, pose, balance 
 

Maths 
Focus— Multiplication, division, Statistics, Shape 
 
Key Knowledge—  
recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, calculate 
mathematical statements for division within the multiplication tables and write them using the division (÷) 
and equals (=) signs, show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) 
and division of one number by another cannot, solve problems involving division, identify and describe 
the properties of 2-D shapes, including the number of sides and line symmetry in a vertical line, identify 
and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including the number of edges, vertices and faces, interpret 
and construct simple pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables, ask and answer simple 
questions by counting the number of objects in each category and sorting the categories by quantity, 
ask and answer questions about totalling and comparing categorical data. 
 
Key Vocabulary— number, digit, place value, ones (units), tens, hundreds, place holder, equal, greater 
than, less than, fewer, more, dienes, number line, value, partition, bar model, whole part model 

Music 

Tempo, Dynamics and Chinese dragon dance drumming 

 

Art 

Unit Title— Chinese watercolour art 

Key Knowledge— to know about different types of Chinese art including calligraphy 

Key Vocabulary— watercolour, blend, primary colours, secondary colours, 
calligraphy  
 
Key Skills Developed— to use watercolour paints correctly, to blend and mix 
colours,  

Enhancement opportunities 

Great wall of china building, 

Chinese New Year Celebration, 

Writing to our sister school in China. 

 

  

PSHCE 

Focus- Dreams and goals 

Key Objectives- I can; choose a realistic goal and think how to 
achieve it, persevere even when I find things difficult, recognise 
who I work well with and who is more difficult to work with, work 
well in a group, tell you some ways I worked well, share success 
with other people.   

 

  
Computing 

Unit Title— Presentation skills 

Key Knowledge— use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate 
and retrieve digital content,  

Key Vocabulary— presentation, text, image, slides, font, format,   
 
Key Skills Developed— organise ideas for a presentation, create a simple 
presentation with text, add and format an image, reorder slides and present a 
presentation 



Science 

Unit Title—Light 

Scientist Focus— 

Key Knowledge-They will learn about different sources of light, and that we need light to see. The children will work 

scientifically and collaboratively to investigate reflective materials, in the context of designing a new book bag. They will  

work in a hands on way to play a range of mirror games, finding out more about reflective surfaces. Furthermore, they 

will learn that the sun’s light can be dangerous, and will create an advert for a pair of sunglasses or a sun hat that they 

have designed. The children will have chance to test which objects are opaque in an exciting investigation to design the 

most effective curtains, and will find out how shadows change when the distance between the object and light source 

changes. They will develop their scientific enquiry skills, making observations, predictions and conclusions.  

Key Vocabulary—Light, observe, size, distance, energy, beam, ray, travel, straight, opaque, translucent, transparent, 

block, shadow, source, dark, reflect, mirror, smooth, shiny, rough, scatter, reverse, sun, beneficial, dangerous, glare, 

bright, damage, UV light, UV rating, spectrum, pupil, retina, protect, direct, sunglasses.  

Key Skills Developed—Identify light sources. Understand that we need light to see and that dark is the absence of light 

Know that light travels in a straight line and that a shadow is formed when a solid object blocks light. Know how shad-

ows change size.  Identify reflective surfaces and how they reflect light. Know that the Sun can damage their eyes and 

how to protect their eyes from the Sun. Set up an investigation and make predictions. Recognise that a mirror appears 

to reverse an image. Identify some parts of the eye and understand how the Sun can damage parts of the eye. Identify 

opaque, translucent and transparent objects.  

English 

Key Texts-Under The Volcano, Fragile Earth, Not For Me please, I choose to act green, Be The 

Change-Poems to help you save the world. 

Grammatical knowledge developed-word families, headings, sub-headings, paragraphs, present 

tense, past tense, third person (impersonal), chronological order, time, cause and effect con-

junctions, passive voice, adverbs– then, next, soon, therefore 

Spelling rules-short i spelt using y, adding suffixes rules: er, ed, ing, en; prefixes mis and dis, k 

sound spelt with ch, homophones 

Key genres-non-fiction: explanations, non-chronological reports; eye-witness account, rhyming 

and non-rhyming poetry, persuasion, newspaper report, biography, 

Key vocabulary-bullet points, fact boxes, factual language, technical language, formal tone, dia-

grams/illustrations with labels, orientation, main body, quotes, concluding paragraph, end 

rhyme 

Geography 

Unit Title– Extreme Earth 

Key Knowledge– name the layers that make up the Earth, name the key parts of a volcano and explain how one is 

formed, know where most volcanoes are found and how they affect people’s lives, explain what causes earthquakes 

and how to stay safe during an earthquake, know how earthquakes are measured, know what a tsunami is and the 

damage it can cause, know how tornadoes form, describe how scientists collect data about storms  

Key Vocabulary—Topsoil, subsoil, bedrock, crust, mantle, outer core, inner core, magma, Volcano, eruption,  main vent, 

crater, magma chamber,  active, dormant, extinct, epicentre, shock wave, magnitude (power/ strength), Richter, Mer-

calli,  tsunami, tornado 

Key Skills Developed– use IT to research famous volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis, make models of volcanoes and 

earthquakes, make music to represent earthquakes or volcanoes, interpret technical vocabulary  

Art/Design Technology 

Unit Title— Extreme Earth 

Artist Focus— L S Lowry and Eileen Agar 

Key Knowledge-Children will learn and research the work of LS Lowry and his inspirations and techniques used to create 

his painting “Britain At Play’”.  Children will also be researching surrealism and exploring Eileen Agar’s work “Bride at 

Sea” imitating this artwork through collage. 

Key Vocabulary— colour, shape, pattern, texture, tone, primary colours, secondary colours, layering, overlapping,  

Surrealism, collage. 

Key Skills Developed– Children will develop their techniques, including control and their use of materials with creativity, 

experimentation and an increasing awareness of different kinds of art, craft and design.  

Outcome—Children will use sketchbooks to record observations of LS Lowry’s paintings/ drawings and be encouraged 

to observe our local environment/landscape to imitate and create their own paintings; focusing on features such as 

chimneys, clouds, people and architecture.  Children will then explore Eileen Agar’s work; focusing on the “Bride of the 

Sea”.  They will improve their mastery of art techniques, including drawing, painting, layering and collage; creating their 

own sea -scapes.  Children will then develop and improve their skills in design and technology planning, designing and 

constructing their own volcano using paper mache. 

RE 

Unit Title– 3.1 Called by God 

Key Questions– What does it mean to be called by God? In what ways does God call people? How does God speak to 

people? What sorts of tasks does God call people to do? Who has been/or could be called by God?  

Key Knowledge– the Old Testament prophets were called by God to give his message to the people, the prophets were 

telling the people to turn back to God and mend their relationship with him, the message of the prophets is part of 

God’s big salvation plan, people’s lives are changed as they are called by God today and they respond in a variety of 

ways e.g. ordination, ministry in the local church and ministry work abroad 

Key Vocabulary –prophet, God, Old Testament and the names of the prophets, ministry and ordination  

Computing 

Unit Title– Drawing and Desktop Publishing - link to L.S Lowry 

Key Knowledge– Children will develop their graphic and presentation skills. They will learn to draw, order, group and 

manipulate objects to make a picture. 

Key Vocabulary– drawing, shapes, lines, order, group, manipulate, layout, text, images, resize, arrange, insert and pub-

lish. 

Key Skills Developed– Children will learn how to draw with different shapes and lines, how to order and group objects, 

how to manipulate shapes and lines, how to recognise effective layout, how to combine texts and images and how to 

lay out objects effectively. 

Term and Focus—Y3 Spring 1 Extreme Earth 

Key texts—Under The Volcano, Fragile Earth, Not For Me 

please, I choose to act green, Be The Change-Poems to help 

you save the world. 

Christian Value—Trust 

PSCHE Focus—Dreams and Goals 

 

 

Music—Charanga Unit-Let your spirit fly 

French—Catherine Cheater Term 2 

PE-Dance: Extreme Earth 

Key Skills-improvisation, link movement 

phrases and patterns, work co-

operatively with others, use fluency, 

precision and control, evaluate and im-

prove own work 

Key Vocabulary-improvisation, phrases, 

patterns, fluency, precision, control, 

evaluate, adapt, improve, levels, travel, 

speed, dynamics 

Enhancement Ops 

 

R.E– member of clergy to visit Y3. Pupils to 

ask them about their calling and how it 

changed and affects their life. 

Chinese New Year 

Internet safety  

 

Maths 

Focus- Multiplication and Division, Measurement (Money), Statistics 

Key Knowledge— Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables.  

Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using the multiplication tables they know, 

including for two-digit numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods.  

Solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication and division, including positive integer 

scaling problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objects.  

Measurement: Money 

Add and subtract amounts of money to give change, using both £ and p in practical contexts.  

Statistics: 

Interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables. 

Solve one-step and two-step questions 

Key Vocabulary— Multiples, division, array, greater/less than, partitioning, exchange, pounds, pence, change, add, 

subtract, coin, note, bar model, interpret and present data, bar chart, pictograms, tables.  

Cross-Curricular Writing 

Geography-create a news bulletin or eye 

witness account of natural disasters,  

tornado shape poetry 

Cross-Curricular Maths 

Measurement in Science and Geography, natural 

disaster statistics 

PSHE Unit Title– Dreams and Goals 

Key knowledge-I can tell you about difficult challenges & success, I can identify a dream/ambition, I enjoy facing 
new challenges and working out how to achieve them, I am motivated and enthusiastic about new challenges, I 
can recognise obstacles which may hinder my achievement and can take steps to overcome them, I can evalu-
ate my own learning and identify how it can be better next time. 

Key vocabulary-perseverance , challenges, success, obstacles, dreams, goals, ambitions, future, aspirations, 

teamwork, enterprise, cooperation, strengths, motivated, enthusiastic, excited, efficient, responsible, frustra-

tion, solution, learning, success, celebrate, evaluate 





English 

Key Texts– Hagstone by David Oakden 

Grammatical knowledge developed-recognising apostrophes, apostrophes for 
plural possession and contractions. Recognising speech, punctuating direct 
speech and using indirect speech. 

Spelling rules— Homophones and near homophones, nouns ending in the suf- 
fix—ation, adding the prefix sub (meaning under) adding the prefix super 
(meaning above). 

Key genres– narrative 1st and 3rd person, instructions, comic strips, 

Key vocabulary— narrative, instructions, apostrophes, direct and indirect 
speech, homophones, suffix and prefix 

Maths 

Focus— Multiplication and division, area, 

Key Knowledge— Recall and use multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12. Use place 
value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally, including: multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multi- 
plying together three numbers. Recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations. Multiply two- 
digit and three-digit numbers by a one digit number using formal written layout. Solve problems involving multiplying 
and adding, including using the distributive law to multiply two-digit numbers by one-digit, integer scaling problems and 
harder correspondence problems such as n objects are connected to m objects. Find the area of rectilinear shapes by 
counting squares. Recognise and show, using diagrams, families of common equivalent fractions. Count up and down in 
hundredths; recognise that hundredths arise when dividing an object by one hundred and dividing tenths by ten. 

Key Vocabulary— multiply, divide, factor, digits, area, fraction, equivalent, whole amounts, quantities 

 

RE 

Unit title—Jesus the Son of God.. How did Jesus show his power and authority? 

Key Questions—How do we know Jesus had power and authority? Where did Jesus’ power and authority come 
from? 
How do the actions of Jesus show that he is the Son of God? How do the actions of Jesus show his divine nature? 
How do these stories reveal Jesus to be the Son of God? What do Christians believe about Jesus and God because of 
these events? 
Key Knowledge—We (Christians) believe Jesus is the Son of God he was both God and man and has power and au- 
thority from God over every aspect of creation, life and death . Know that there are people who have stood up and 
spoken out against authorities in situations of injustice. Know that the Jewish holy day is Shabbat and there are many 
traditions and rules associated with Shabbat. Key Vocabulary - 

Key Skills Developed—Retell the Bible stories covered in this unit. Make links between the Bible texts and Christian 
beliefs and values. Talk about people who have inspired them and why. using religious language, about the traditions 
and rules of Jewish Shabbat 

Computing 

Unit Title— Scratch: Questions and Quizzes 

Key Knowledge— Know how to write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals by creating a quiz question. 
Know how to use sequence and repetition in programs by sequencing commands that run and using repetition to create 
effects . Know how to work with variables, know how to add sound effects and changing backdrops. 

Key Vocabulary– Quiz, paper, online, pros, cons, decompose, decomposing, logical sequence, flowchart, sprite, block, 
command, key press, answer, algorithm, answer, correct, errors, program, variables, colour, words, effects, costume, 
size., backdrop, sounds, record, play, broadcast, 

Key Skills Developed - Can write a program that can accomplish specific goals. Can compare quizzes and decompose a 
problem into smaller parts. To write and debug a program, can use sequence, selection and repetition. Can work with 
variables. Can selecting appropriate visual block commands to create a sequence. 

 

Enhancement Ops 
 

Chinese New Year  

 

Internet safety Day 
 
 

Art/Design Technology 

Unit Title— Tudor works of art 

Artist Focus— Hans Holbein 

Key Knowledge- Evaluate and analyse the creative works of Holbein, using the language of art, craft and design. Know 
about great artist, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms. Children will learn and 
research the work of Holbein, especially those he painted of the Tudor royal family and the inspirations and techniques 
used to create his painting . 

Key Vocabulary— portraits, colour, shape, pattern, texture, tone, primary colours, secondary colours, layering, oil 
paints and pastels. 

Key Skills Developed– Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences. Evaluate 
and analyse creative works using the language or art, craft and design. Understand the historical and 
cultural development of the portrait art form of Holbein 

Outcome— Children will use sketchbooks to record observations of Holbein's paintings/ drawings and be encouraged to 
imitate and create their own portraits in his style. They will improve their mastery of art techniques, including drawing, 
painting, using oil pastels . They will use a photograph of themselves to create their own Tudor portrait. 

Cross-Curricular Writing 

Science –Report on the function of teeth 
and the digestive system 

History—Tudor menu/ advertising poster 

Cross-Curricular Maths 

Science— Measuring—digestive system experi- 
ment 

Computing –Coding– angles/ degrees/ turns/ co 
ordinates. 

History/Geography 

Unit Title— Tudor England–Henry VIII— break from Rome 

Key Knowledge— Know who the Tudors were and be able to place the Tudors on a historical 
timeline. To know about the war of the Roses, Henry VII and Henry VIII, his 6 wives and his 
children (Mary, Elizabeth and Edward). To know what life was like for children in Tudor times 
(housing/ school/food/toys/doctors). To know and understand how and why the church of Eng- 
land was establish during the reign of Henry VIII 

Key Vocabulary— Tudors, Henry VII and VIII, Mary, Elizabeth, Edward, Church of England,  
war of the roses, secondary source, evidence. 

Key Skills Developed— The children will be able to use  a source based  enquiry.  Compare 
their modern day lives to those of children from a different period in history. Place the Tudors in 
a historical timeline. 

Term and Focus—Spring 1 
 
 

Christian Value— Trust 

PSCHE Focus— Jigsaw –Dream and goals 

(See additional sheet) 

Music—Charanga Unit 

Stop 

French—Catherine Cheater 

PE –Tudor dancing/volleyball 

Key Skills—work co-operatively with others, use fluen- 

cy, precision and control, evaluate and improve own work 

Key Vocabulary— improvisation, fluency, precision, 

control, evaluate, adapt, improve, serve, spike, net 

Science 

Unit Title— Animals including humans 

Scientist Focus— William Beaumont 

Key Knowledge– To know the basic parts of the digestive system in humans in the context of identifying 
the parts of the digestive system. To know how to describe the simple functions of the basic parts of the 
digestive system in human. To identify the different types of teeth in humans and their simple functions 

Key Vocabulary—Mouth, tongue, teeth, oesophagus, stomach, duodenum, small intestine, large intestine, pan- 

creas, liver, rectum, anus, salivary glands, gallbladder, digestion, digest, digestive system, functions, glands, enzymes, 
acid. Teeth, incisors, canines, molars, premolars, humans, animals 

Key Skills Developed— Identify and name parts of the human digestive system. Use scientific 
evidence to answer questions. Can explain the functions of the digestive system. Can identify 
similarities and differences related to scientific ideas. Can identify the types and functions of 
teeth. 



Science 

Unit Title—Earth and Space Focus—Galileo, Copernicus, Galileo, Newton 

Key Knowledge– The purpose of this unit is to give the children a basic overview of the Earth and its place in our Solar 

System. Also the consideration of how scientists work by creating theories from what they can see, then testing these 

theories by experimenting and finding things out to further refine/change/argue their ideas. 

Key Vocabulary—  Planet, solar system, spherical body, evidence, argument, geocentric, heliocentric theories, rotate, 

rotation, axis, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, orbit, movement, night and day, relative.  

Key Skills Developed—• To describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as spherical., name the planets in the solar system inde-

pendently., distinguish between heliocentric and geocentric ideas of planetary movement., explain that day and night is 

due to rotation of the Earth, support the idea that different places on Earth experience night and day at different times 

with evidence., report and present findings from enquiries and explain how the Moon moves relative to the Earth.  

 

 

 

English 

Key Texts-Beowulf (retelling)—Michael Morpurgo 

Grammatical knowledge using ready to write unit, pronouns, verb/adverb 

phrases, nouns and noun phrases, fronted adverbials,  

Spelling rules—Twinkl Y5 2A word list. Creating nouns using suffixes, homo-

phones and near homophones 

Key genres-Traditional stories, myths and legends, Merlin film narrative 

Key vocabulary— Traditional tale, myth, legend, fable, factual, moral, dilemma, 

character; narrative; dialogue; comparison, homophone, suffix, expanded noun 

phrase (ENP) synonym, pronoun, fronted adverbial 

History/Geography 

Unit Title—Anglo Saxons 

Key Knowledge—The Anglo Saxon period in history was approx. 500 AD, what a typical Anglo Saxon looked like, the 

reason the Anglo Saxons invaded, where they came from and why they settled. What part of Anglo Saxon history is still 

around day (language and place names) What Anglo Saxon homes and villages were like, their religious beliefs and 

using historical artefacts and primary resources to make conclusions, inferences and theories. 

Key Vocabulary— BC, AD, Anglo Saxon, Jutes, Angles, Saxons, settle, invade, settlements, features, boundaries, Picts, 

Celts, Scots, Gaul, Round house, belief, religion, hillfort 

Key Skills Developed—Use an atlas to locate places, to know the key features of a typical Anglo Saxon, to identify Anglo 

Saxon language in settlements, to design an Anglo Saxon roundhouse , understand Anglo Saxon beliefs, compare these 

to  other religions we know and comment on how they have changed over time. Use a range of Anglo Saxon artefacts 

to make predictions based on evidence, make conclusions about the past and use primary sources to support your 

ideas. 

Art/Design Technology 

Unit Title—Illuminating Lettering 

Key Vocabulary— Anglo Saxon, AD, lettering, gold leaf, printing, deign, suitable, culture, lifestyle, artefact, material,  

Key Skills Developed–  To learn about where and when the Anglo-Saxons lived, Use a range of resources to generate 

ideas, replicate an authentic design, To combine a variety of materials, To illuminate lettering, to identify the purpose of 

illuminating lettering, to choose and follow a theme for a design, create, follow and evaluate a basic design, to add 

detail by following a plan, to make a repeated print, evaluate my work and that of my peers.   

 

 

 

RE 

Unit Title—Jesus the teacher 

Key Questions—Why did Jesus tell this story? What can we learn from this story? How does this story help us to under-

stand Christian beliefs? How does this story impact on the lives of believers? 

 

Key Knowledge— That Jesus’ teaching explains Christian beliefs, that Jesus’ teaching makes an impact on people’s lives 

and the elements of Jesus teaching that can be directly linked to our school Christian values and British values.  

Key Vocabulary—Parable, Kingdom of God and Imagery  
 
Key Skills Developed—Retell in detail some of the Bible stories covered in this unit, ask important and relevant ques-
tions about Jesus teaching, describe and show understanding of the Christian beliefs revealed through these stories, 
explain how the parables in this unit answer questions about values and commitments and to identify and explain why 
they think one of Jesus parables has a particularly strong message for the world today  

Computing 

Unit Title—Internet Research and Webpage design 

Key Knowledge—this unit combines the further development of the children’s skills for searching the internet with the 

introduction of creating and editing a webpage using Google Sites. Children will learn how to use some of the advanced 

features of Google such as fill in the blanks; and how to create a webpage with a layout of their choosing. 

Key Vocabulary– e-safety, search engine, results, ranked, digital content, software, programs, systems, collecting, ana-

lysing, evaluating, presenting, bias, hyperlink. 

Key Skills Developed– Comment on the features and layout of a webpage, create a new webpage wit ha chosen layout 

and format text in the webpage, independently search for images that can be used in documents, insert and format an 

image in a webpage, create a hyperlink, learn how to share a webpage so it can be viewed by anyone and used the 

advanced features of Google’s web search. 

Term and Focus—Spring 1 

Beowulf —Michael Morpurgo 

Christian Value—Trust 

PSCHE Focus—Families/People who care for me 

Music—Violins Mr Price 

French—Catherine Cheater 

PE 

Key Skills—Outdoor games 

Key Vocabulary— invasion , attacking, 

defending, offense, dribble, pass, tactics 

PHSCE—Dreams & Goals 

Key knowledge—I can identify what I would like my life to 

be like when I grow up, I appreciate the contributions made 

by people who do different jobs, I appreciate the opportu-

nities that learning and education are giving me and under-

stand how this will help my future, I appreciate the similari-

ties and differences between myself and young people in a 

different culture, understand why I am motivated to make 

a positive contribution to supporting others. 

Key Skills developed –I understand that I will need some 

money to achieve some of my dreams, I know a range of 

jobs and have explored how much different jobs pay, I can 

identify a job I would like to do when I grow up and under-

stand what motivates me to do this, I can describe the 

dreams of young people of a different culture to mine, I 

understand communicating with a person with a different 

culture from mine  means we can learn from each other. 

Maths 

Focus—Multiplication and Division, Fractions 

Key Knowledge—Multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts. Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one or two digit 

number using a formal written method, including long multiplication for 2-digit numbers. Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-digit 

number using the formal written method of short division and interpret remainders appropriately for the context. Solve problems involv-

ing addition and subtraction, multiplication and division and a combination of these, including understanding the use of the equals 

sign.Compare and order fractions whose denominators are multiples of the same number. Identify, name and write equivalent fractions 

of a given fraction, represented visually including tenths and hundredths.  

Key Vocabulary—Multiplication, prime factor, short division, inverse, estimate, common multiple, division, remainder, mental method, 

multiple, factor pair, decimal, factor, common factor, square number, long division, prime number, rounding, divisible, equivalent, nu-

merator, denominator, improper fraction, mixed number, simplest, tenth, hundredth  

Cross-Curricular Writing 

Invitation to Mead Hall opening 

Kennings—Anglo Saxon poetry 

 

Cross-Curricular Maths 

History — Timelines, shapes used in architecture 

DT — Measuring, weighing when following  

recipes 



Science 

Unit Title—Evolution and Inheritance 

Scientist Focus—Charles Darwin 

Key Knowledge—recognise that living things have changed over time and that fossils provide infor-

mation about living things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago; recognise that living things 

produce offspring of the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not identical to their parents; 

identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that 

adaptation may lead to evolution. 

Key Vocabulary-offspring, environment, fossil, plants, animal, variation, genes, DNA, natural selec-

tion, inherited traits, habitat, evolution, inheritance, adaptive traits, adaptation, fossilisation 

Key Skills—to observe differences in living things, to use keys and data to find information, to classi-

fy different living creatures 

 

English 

Key Texts-The Goalkeeper’s Revenge and Other Stories  

Grammatical knowledge developed-word classes—relative clauses; past and present tenses including pro-

gressive and perfect forms; subjunctive mood 

Spelling rules—words ending in –able; common word families; words ending in –ably; prefixes mini and 

micro 

Key genres-diary; narrative; newspaper report; obituary; letter 

Key vocabulary—character; slang; formal; language; direct speech; inverted commas; dialect; relative pro-

noun, relative clause; subjunctive; mood; past participle; progressive; simple; perfect; regular verb; irregular 

verb 

History/Geography 

Unit Title—Leisure and Entertainment in the 20th Century 

Key Knowledge—understand how cinema changed over the 20th Century; understand how and 

why football changed over the 20th century ;  how young people’s lives were different in the 

1960s compared with today.; understand why Holiday Camps became popular in Britain; un-

derstand how important television has been to British people; see how changes in 20th century 

technology affect our lives today.  

Key Vocabulary—primary source; secondary source; footage; decade; century; entertainment; 

leisure; population; impact 

Key Skills Developed—use of source material such as original film footage and photographs; 

how to describe changes over a period of time; consider ways of checking accuracy of infor-

mation; how to place historical events into context 

Art/Design Technology 

Unit Title: Photography 

Key Knowledge: understand that there are various genres of photography; understand how to use different 

subjects to compose a photo; understand that lighting , angle, focus and zoom can change the effect of a 

photo; know the work of some famous photographers including Ansell Adams, Annie Lebowitz and Mario 

Testino 

Key Vocabulary:  focus, zzom, macro, portrait, landscape, journal, subject, compose, colour, lighting 

Key Skills Developed: experiment with a range of photography genres including macro ,action, portraiture, 

journaling and concept; use black and white and colour in their photos and explain their choices; consider 

key aspects such as lighting and composition and explain their choices 

RE 

Unit Title—Why is the Exodus such a significant event in Jewish and Christian history? 

Key Questions—Why did God choose Moses? Why is the Exodus such a significant event in Jewish and Christian 

history? What is freedom? Why is freedom important? What does it mean to be free? Why is it important to re-

member? 

Key Knowledge—that the Exodus is a significant event in Jewish and Christian history; that the Seder is a special 

meal celebrated by Jews on the first evening of the festival of Passover, that Christianity is rooted Judaism and 

Jesus celebrated the Passover, that for Jewish people the events of the Exodus and Passover are very important, 

that Christians remember the Passover and the Last Supper during the Eucharist 

Key Vocabulary—Moses, Exodus, Israel, freedom, slavery, Seder, Passover 

Key Skills Developed—retell bible stories highlighting connections to their own and other cultures and faiths, make 

links between events of the OT and NT and worship, understand what freedom is and how this links to Passover, 

explain why events of the OT and NT are not forgotten, understand the differing ways that different faiths remem-

ber and celebrate events from the OT  

Computing 

Unit Title: E Safety 

Key Knowledge: learn not to reveal private information to a person they know only online; recognise their 

own responsibility in being a good digital citizen; recognise what phishing is and how to avoid it; know the 

signs of cyberbullying and what they can do if it occurs; understand that the internet is full of gender ste-

reotypes and how this can play a role in forming our own ideas 

Key Vocabulary: phishing, privacy, digital balance, bystander, upstander, cyberbullying, stereotyping, gen-

der 

Key Skills: to navigate the internet safely; to understand their role in staying safe and keeping others safe; 

to understand why privacy is important online 

Term and Focus—Spring 1– YEAR 6 

Spit Nolan—Bill Naughton 

Christian Value—Trust 

Music and French are not currently be-

ing taught due to lockdown.  Will be 

intensively taught during return to 

school 

Enhancement Ops 

Interview with member of older generation re technology 

 

Maths 

Focus—Decimals, percentages, algebra 

Key Knowledge—understanding value of digits after the decimal place; multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 

and 1000; dividing decimals by integers; understanding the link between decimals and fractions; converting 

fractions to decimals;  converting fractions to percentages; recognising equivalent fractions, decimals and 

percentages; ordering a combination of fractions, decimals and percentages; finding a percentage of an 

amount; finding a whole from a percentage or a percentage from a whole; finding a rule; how to form an 

expression; substitute into simple expressions to find a value; substitute into familiar formulae (eg area and 

volume); use algebraic notation; solve one step equations; solve two step equations; find pairs of values 

Key Vocabulary—digit, multiply, divide, value, fraction, decimal, integer, tenths, hundredths, thousandths, 

place value, decimal place, place value holder, percentage, equivalent, amount, convert, ascending, descend-

ing, quantity, formula, function machine, equation, input, output, one-step/two-step function, rule, expression, 

algebraic, variable, represent 

Cross-Curricular Writing 

RE—Letter of recommendation for Moses, Miriam’s diary 

History—Historical Report on entertainment in 20th Century 

Science—Write up of investigations 

Cross-Curricular Maths 

Science—presentation of results 

History—Interpreting Data 

PSHCE—Dreams and Goals 

Learning Intentions: I know my learning strengths and can set chal-

lenging but realistic goals for myself (e.g. one in-school goal and one 

out-of-school goal); I understand why it is important to stretch the 

boundaries of my current learning;  I can work out the learning steps 

I need to take to reach my goal and understand how to motivate 

myself to work on these; I can set success criteria so that I will know 

whether I have reached my goal;  I can identify problems in the 

world that concern me and talk to other people about them; I recog-

nise the emotions I experience when I consider people in the world 

who are suffering or living in difficult situations;  I can work with 

other people to help make the world a better place; I can empathise 

with people who are suffering or who are living in difficult situations;  

I can describe some ways in which I can work with other people to 

help make the world a better place; I can identify why I am motivat-

ed to do this; I know what some people in my class like or admire 

about me and can accept their praise;  I can give praise and compli-

ments to other people when I recognise their contributions and 

achievements  

 

PE 

Key Skills—long distance running, building stamina and improving technique: 

netball hand-eye coordination, understanding rules, collaboration and team 

work 

Key Vocabulary—sprint, jog, endurance, fitness, net, spike, jump, pass 


